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Security Beyond Human Intelligence 

	
 
Irisity has been granted a strategic patent in the US.   
 
Irisity AB (publ), leading AI video analytics provider, continue building its IP and innovation 
with a new US patent approval.  
 
After Irisity’s acquisition of Agent Vi in October 2021, the merged companies now offer end users a 
complementary best-of-breed video analytics solutions for surveillance systems.  
 
Method for handling feedback within a security system 
Achieving the highest possible efficiency in a security system requires reliable and real-time feedback. The 
greatest effect and data quality is achieved with collective multi-source feedback. The approved patent 
covers the submission of feedback data from several different sources, the qualification and grading of 
these in order to optimally assess the significance of an alarm event. 
 
At Irisity the innovation is flourishing, making us more responsive and agile in our development of new stellar 
solutions for an ever-growing market demand. 
 
Irisity is a leading provider of AI-powered video analytics solutions. We develop deep learning-based 
algorithms upgrading security cameras into intelligent detection devices, while safeguarding personal 
integrity. Irisity currently serve customers in more than ninety countries and has offices in Sweden, USA, 
Singapore, UAE, Mexico, and Israel, operating through a network of resellers, partners, security companies, 
and camera manufacturers globally.. 
 
 
For further information: 
 
Victor Hagelbäck, Irisity CPO and co-inventor of the patent 
Phone: +46 771 41 11 00  
E-mail: victor.hagelback@irisity.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Irisity 

At Irisity we're doing real-time video analytics powered by machine learning. Irisity is a public Swedish AI-company with headquarters at Lindholmen, Gothenburg and offices in 
Israel, USA, UAE, Mexico, Denmark and Singapore, where the innovative spirit is flourishing. We develop smart algorithms to detect and predict suspicious activities while 

preserving people’s integrity. We believe that enhanced AI performance, ethics, and privacy go hand in hand, creating a positive mark within the camera security industry. Irisity’s 
patented solution IRISTM can be integrated into any new or existing camera infrastructure, installed directly into the camera, on server or in the cloud, to safeguarding people and 

assets. IRISTM product portfolio includes solutions on asset protection, traffic management, and forensic search capabilities for a broad spectrum of industries such as safe 
cities, education, transportation, infrastructure, and the security industry. All IRISTM functionality is available with our patented real-time anonymization, ensuring GDPR and US 

NDA act compliance and ethical safeguarding. 

The Irisity AB (publ) share is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market, with the ticker IRIS, Certified Adviser: Erik Penser Bank AB +46 8 463 83 00 certifiedadviser@penser.se 

 


